Dress Up Items : Cat [Assembly Instructions]
Completed Photo
You will need: Scissors, glue, ruler, a used ball-point pen,
rubber bands

Explanation of symbols:

Mountain fold
Valley fold
Cut line
Glue tab
Cut in line

Assembly tip: Trace along the folds with a ruler and a used
pen (no ink) to get a sharper, easier fold.

Caution: This craft requires the use of glue, scissors, and other tools which may be
dangerous to young children. Please keep them out of reach of children while you work.

HOW TO MAKE
1. Assemble the parts that will become the inner frame (parts A and B).
Part A

Part A
Part B
Glue the two completed parts together.

Link them together and attach.

When it looks like this, fold it
in half and glue it together.

Make part B in the same way.

2. Make the inside part of the headband.
Part C

After applying glue
to the back, make the
first mountain fold.

order of mountain folds

After applying glue to the back,
fold the second mountain fold,
and cut along the cut in line.

Part D

Part C,D
Attach the completed part to the frame part
that you just made. Adding a slight curve to
the parts at this point will result in a neater finish.

Part C

Fold along the mountain fold line,
and apply glue. At this point, be careful
not to put glue on the zig zag part.

Part A,B

Part D
Attach parts D to part C.

After gluing, add a slight curve
and leave to dry.
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3. Make the outside part of the headband (ears).
Cut a slot.

Part E

Attach to the inner frame parts.

Take care to ensure that the cat's markings match up.

Part F

Part G

The inner frame parts

Overlap

Insert the ears and stand them up,
adjusting them so they are balanced.

Apply glue here.
Put glue on the inside.

Complete

Part H

Finally, cut away
any overlap.

Part I

Insert the glue tabs
into the slot.

4. Make the nose.
Make a mountain fold.

Part J

Cut slots.

When glued together they become
slightly three dimensional.
Attach the nose.
Glue part J together, and cut
slots along the blue lines.

Make mountain folds.

Part J
rubber band

Part K

Attach part J to part K.

Make the smaller triangle
face downwards.

Complete

rubber band

Attach the whiskers, and finally the rubber bands, and you're done!

